
Wrist Wrap Application
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Lay the Wrist Wrap flat on a table with 
the blue side up. Place your forearm on 
top of the Wrap with the palm facing 
up. Slip your thumb through the elastic 
thumb opening. Lay your hand 
palm-down if using on opposite hand.

Roll your hand over as shown. Securely 
fasten the hook strip around your 
forearm, then attach the hook strap 
around your hand. Be sure your thumb is 
outside of the Wrap.

Be careful not to over tighten the small 
hook strap around your fingers, so that 
when the Wrap inflates, it will not 
restrict blood flow.

Note: You may prefer to connect the 
hose before putting on the Wrap. For 
maximum cooling, place Wrap against 
bare skin.
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Thank you for choosing the Game Ready System. To assure you have the best possible 
experience, please be sure to read the entire User’s Manual prior to the use of this 
product.

Warnings

 Improper placement or prolonged use of Game Ready could result in tissue damage

    such as frostbite.

 During the course of Game Ready therapy, patients should monitor the skin surrounding

    the treated region or the digits of the extremities of the treated limb for any burning,

    itching, increased swelling, or pain. If any of these signs present, or any changes in skin

    appearance occur (such as blisters, increased redness, discoloration, or other noticeable

    skin changes), patients are advised to discontinue use and consult a physician.

 The Game Ready Wrap is not sterile; do not place directly against open wounds, sores,

    rashes, infections, or stitches.  May be applied over clothing or dressing.

 The Game Ready wraps are available in multiple configurations but are not intended for

    all possible orthopedic uses. Use caution when selecting a particular wrap for use on

    anatomic regions other than that for which the wrap is indicated and closely 

    supervise the patient’s status. For example, the Ankle Wrap is not designed for use on

    the toes and the Back Wrap is not designed for use in the abdominal region.

 If pressure is uncomfortable, pause unit, and restart with lower pressure. 

Care: 
Hand wash the Wrap in warm water with a mild detergent or anti-bacterial soap. Do not 
machine wash.

Warranty Information: 
In  case of manufacturer defect, Wrap may be returned within 1 year from date of 
purchase. See warranty card included with your Wrist Wrap.
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